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a couple of days ago some video surfaced, featuring no less than a sterling example of "fan mods"
on work, which seemed to have been pulled from work's site, and was later reposted on youtube.

and bam, "another" e-mu can be hacked. i already stated earlier that i dislike work's quality most of
the time, but this is truly poor work. this rig is only good enough to be a miserable failure. it doesn't
accomplish anything in any way. its 2 years old, and can barely run an emulator. an oldish emulator

that used to work just fine could suddenly stop working on some systems. in fact, thats not very
uncommon, although its rarer than with other emulators. a forum for an emulator (you can find it

here, or a seperate emulator forum) would have a thread on that subject. i am a mac user. though i
have purchased floppy drives for the mac's on a couple of occasions. i have done it for the fun of the
thing and to help my friends who have no floppy drives. i will not do it again. sorry, but this is a crap
program. your program is ok but it is not a universal floppy emulator. it is not functional on my mac

plus. i have tried it in disk copy and it states that it cant read the image. but i have some disk
images on floppy that i have made and disk copy does not read them. i can use magic sys tools and

the mac floppies that way i use disk copy to make mac floppies for other computers that can't be
read by the operating system. i couldn't get macfloppyemu to work on my mac quadra 650 so i

made floppies using disk copy. once i made the images, the macfloppyemu worked fine. the only
problem with the macfloppyemu is that i had to buy it from aliexpress.com so the purchase was not

tax deductible. i didn't do it because of the purchase. i am just glad that i could pay someone to
build my mac floppies and i could give them a little money.
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so it looks like the device
was designed in a way that
would work better if it did
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support files larger than
512 bytes (which means

that you would need a card
that supports files larger

than 512 bytes, like an sd
card) however it was

probably also designed to
not work with file systems

that support files larger
than 512 bytes. so the

emulator x3 doesnt
support such file systems.
thats why its not possible
to use a file system that
supports files larger than
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512 bytes. however this is
not a big problem. if you
have less than 512 bytes

of space in the sd card you
cannot store more than

512 files anyway. so a file
larger than 512 bytes wont

do any damage. if you
have more than 512 files
but only a little bit more,
its not a problem that you
cannot access the file. a
filesize of less than 512
bytes on the other hand
would be a problem. it
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looks like that when
loading disk images from
disk to sd card, it tries to
read them in a random

order. if it reads the disk
image in a random order, it

might not be able to
understand the file size

and format header (which
is also a drawback of disk

copy applications like
macos disk copy or disk
utility) so i am guessing

this was done to improve
performance in some way.
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this also explains why
there is no way to set a
preferred folder. if there

was a preferred folder the
emulator would need to

load the file and check the
folder, if the size is ok and

the headers are ok, it
would be a real waste of

time, because it could then
load many files at the

same time. but without a
"optimizing" feature like

this, it would have to load
the file and check it before
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it moves to the next file. if
the file size is not ok, it
would have to load the
next one, until it finds a
good file (which takes

time). 5ec8ef588b
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